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Man in the Wilderness (1971) / The Revenant (2015)

Directors: Richard C. Sarafian / Alejandro Gonzalez Iñárritu



By Roderick Heath



The story of Hugh Glass contains the essence of American frontier mythology—the cruelty of

nature met with the indomitable grit and resolve of the frontiersman. It‘s the sort of story

breathlessly reported in pulp novellas and pseudohistories, and more recently, of course, movies.

Glass, born in Pennsylvania in 1780, found his place in legend as a member of a fur-trading

expedition led by General William Henry Ashley, setting out in 1822 with a force of about a

hundred men, including other figures that would become vital in pioneering annals, like Jim

Bridger, Jedediah Smith, and John Fitzgerald. The expedition had a rough time over the course of

the following year, often battling warriors from the Arikara nation. Near the forks of the Grand

River in what is today South Dakota, Glass was attacked by a bear and terribly mauled, and his

party on the expedition believed his death was inevitable. Fitzgerald and some other men, perhaps

including Bridger, were left behind to watch over Glass. For whatever reason, they departed

before Glass had actually expired, taking his rifle with them. But far from dying conveniently,

Glass, alone in an inhospitable wilderness, instead began to recover. Living off the land and at

first literally crawling his way cross country, Glass headed for the nearest sure outpost of western

civilisation, Fort Kiowa, about 200 miles away. He was helped by friendlier Native-Americans

tribes and eventually made it to the Cheyenne River, where he built a raft and floated downstream

to the fort. He later confronted and recovered his rifle from Fitzgerald.



Glass found only temporary reprieve from the violent death that would eventually come 10 years

later, when his luck ran out and the Arikara caught up. But the account of his ordeal has been told

and retold, lending him a kind of immortality. Alejandro Gonzalez Iñárritu‘s latest work, The

Revenant, takes on Glass‘s story via the highly fictionalised novel by Michael Punke, and Iñárritu

and coscreenwriter Mark L. Smith embellished the tale further to illustrate not merely a great

vignette of trial and suffering, but also a panoramic experience of a time and place that‘s less than

two centuries in the past and yet seems near-fantastical. It‘s not the first film to take direct

inspiration from Glass. Man in the Wilderness was the second of two films Richard C. Sarafian

released in 1971, the other being his most famous work, Vanishing Point. Man in the

Wilderness fell into obscurity by comparison, perhaps because it was overshadowed by a host of

similar films at the time, including A Man Called Horse (1970) and Jeremiah Johnson

(1972). Man in the Wilderness is, after a fashion, also a product of a legendary time of pioneers

and radicals impossible to recapture in an age of more insipid labours, except this time the

disparity is merely one of artistic modes. Sarafian‘s film is a totem for the fresh, sun-dappled,

smoky-grainy stylistics of American New Wave cinema, whilst Iñárritu‘s comes with a hefty,

technically demanding contemporary production with a massive budget trying to recapture the

same feeling of extreme experience and offer that peculiarly contemporary aesthetic, highpowered moodiness. Both films are nonetheless fascinatingly unified, and divided, by their

approaches to Glass‘s tale, and by their stature as products of filmmakers at the height of their

respective powers.



Man in the Wilderness imposes pseudonyms on its characters for the sake of independence and

portrays its main character, redubbed Zachary Bass (Richard Harris), as an Englishman, whilst

also introducing an element of loping surrealism in Sarafian‘s vision right at the outset: his

―Captain Henry‖ (John Huston) commands from the deck of a boat that has been repurposed as a

huge cart dragged overland by a team of horses, allowing his expedition to tackle both water and

land as he aims his team toward the nearest big river to catch the spring melt. Immediately, Man in

the Wilderness recasts Glass‘s narrative as a variation on a theme by Melville, a tale of hubris on

land rather than sea: Huston, who adapted Moby Dick into a film in 1956, here takes on the Ahabesque master role, one which also fits neatly into the run of such corrupt overlord figures Huston

would play in this period, most famously in Chinatown (1974). Iñárritu is less fanciful if not less

referential or less preoccupied with symbolic dimensions, as his version of Ashley, also called



Henry (Domhnall Gleeson), is forced to leave behind his river barge as well as all the furs the

team has obtained after a devastating attack by the Arikara that leaves most of the party dead.

Iñárritu quickly reveals his own points of adherence as his camera drifts through eerie, sunrayspeared forests straight out of some imagined cinematic handbook of Terrence Malick‘s

(suggested title: ―How to Be a Transcendentalist Filmmaker in 2,346 Easy Lessons‖), with a

strong dash of Herzog as Iñárritu‘s camera roams restlessly around his characters on their small

raft. Iñárritu creates a jittery, incessantly neurotic mood that suggests that, far from finding

limitless freedom and romantic self-reliance in the wilderness, these pioneers are lurching into a

bleeding sore in the Earth partly of their own making. Iñárritu and cowriter Mark L. Smith also

quickly introduce fictional aspects of Glass‘s story, as they portray Glass (Leonardo DiCaprio) as

accompanied by Hawk (Forrest Goodluck), his teenage son by his native wife.



Glass‘s life before he joined the Henry expedition was by all reports already amazing. His

adventures included a stint of piracy under Jean Lafitte and a spell living with a Pawnee tribe. He

married a woman of the tribe and helped represent them in a delegation to the U.S. government.

So Hawk isn‘t at all an improbable invention, underlining both Glass‘s attachment to and affinity

for the land and its inhabitants, an affinity too few of his fellows share, as well as lending grim

consequence to his character‘s preoccupations and the odyssey ahead of him. Iñárritu‘s Glass is

haunted by the memory of Hawk‘s mother, killed in an army raid on their camp, and Glass is

marked with enigmatic infamy by his fellows for having killed one of the army soldiers who

threatened his son. Fitzgerald, called Fogarty in Sarafian‘s film (played there by Percy Herbert,

whilst Tom Hardy takes the role in Iñárritu‘s), is portrayed in both films as an antsy, truculent,

paranoid exemplar of the white pioneer, with a side order of racism and a dose of fear-andtrembling religiosity in The Revenant. Iñárritu makes sure we know whose side to take when his

Fitzgerald keeps insistently calling local Indians ―tree-niggers.‖ To a certain extent, Sarafian‘s

Bass combines aspects of Iñárritu‘s Glass and Fitzgerald, presenting a man stripped out of his

world and adapted to a new one, solitary and haunted, motivated by almost inchoate need and

sometimes seeing the mother of the child he left in Britain, Grace (Prunella Ransome), in foggy

memory. Sarafian‘s film is a sprawl of hazy browns, yellows, and pale greys, whereas Iñárritu

paints with blue filters just occasionally relieved by the touch of the sun.



Early in The Revenant, Fitzgerald tries to spark a fight with Glass and Hawk in his anxiety and

boiling anger following their battle with the Arikara and their looming cross-country hike, a

gruelling journey made all the more bitter by their lost fortune. Fitzgerald takes out his resentment

on Glass as the man who knows the land and has the cool mastery over it and himself that

Fitzgerald lacks. Fate puts Glass at Fitzgerald‘s mercy, although Fitzgerald only accepts the sorry

and dangerous task because Henry offers him a bonus. He, Bridger, and Hawk remain to keep

vigil, but Fitzgerald, who once survived a scalping by Indians—he has the semibald patch on his

pate to prove it—is so afraid of being caught again by the war party on their trail that he knifes the

protesting Hawk to death, dumps Glass in a shallow grave, and lies to Bridger about an imminent

native attack to get him to flee with him. In Man in the Wilderness, Fogarty and the avatar for

Bridger, Lowrie (Dennis Waterman), flee when they really do when seeing Indians close by, and,

when they meet up with Henry, the commander acquiesces to their decision with a pep talk: ―Man

is expendable. We‘re exploring new frontier – we must always push on and give our lives if need

be.‖ Henry all but invites becoming Bass‘s nemesis, not just by not going back for him, but also

by anointing himself as representative of all the forces and powers by which Bass has felt

persecuted. As the film unfolds, the two men fight long-range psychic warfare, Bass making a

spear and aiming it with gritted teeth at the distant mountains Henry is trying to cross, Henry

firing his guns into the whirling snow behind his wagon train at the invisible opponent. But Henry

has his own bewildered feeling for Bass, as he gave the runaway a place on his ship when he was

a youth and wanted to be his father figure; instead, he remained locked out by the coldly selfreliant exile.



The Revenant‘s title comes from a nickname attached to Glass, a French word meaning to come

back or be reborn, and both Sarafian and Iñárritu emphasise Glass/Bass‘s story as one of both

literal and mystical resurgence. Sarafian‘s Bass emerges from his rough grave with some piece of

his spirit now infused with the land, and his former fellows begin to see the landscape as charged

with portents of his survival. Visions of the stalking revenger torment Captain Henry and Fogarty,

to the point where Fogarty accidentally guns down Lowrie, thinking he‘s Bass back from the dead.

The meaning and import of Bass‘s experience isn‘t discussed or turned into images as literal

as The Revenant‘s, but rather diffused throughout the textures of the film. Both Man in the

Wilderness and The Revenant wrestle with Glass/Bass‘s journey as a tale replete with religious, or

at least spiritual, overtones, but also present the hero himself in a state of deep crisis about his

belief systems, an insistence that suggests just why Glass‘s story fascinates them, as Glass travels

as far, physically and in terms of life force, from other men as it‘s possible to get and then begins

his return. Iñárritu loads his take with images of both shamanic and Catholic concepts of rebirth,

as Glass crawls out of the grave, emerges from a ritual hut after surviving a bout of sickness, and

later is disgorged from the belly of a horse he climbed into to keep warm. He also enters the

(possibly imagined) ruins of an abandoned frontier church replete with faded murals depicting

devils and angels. ―God made the world!‖ a hand-lashing, Bible-bashing teacher instructs

bewildered and smouldering young Bass, and Sarafian‘s film studies the divergent tug between the

call of the sublime hidden somewhere in the landscape and his hatred of abusive powers claiming

to work in the name of an almighty.



By contrast, Iñárritu‘s take on Glass, whilst offering a similarly ecumenical view of spiritual

impulses, nonetheless offers what is essentially a passion play, a Catholicised fetish tale of

suffering as the way to truth. Both films also depict Glass/Bass‘s revenge-seeking journey with a

sense of anticipation over whether he‘ll actually carry it through. The question of whether to take

revenge is couched in terms of maintaining something like an ethical system in the face of a

nihilistically indifferent land and a focal point for Bass‘s already deep-set sense of alienation and

aggrieved fury in the face of humanity‘s contemptible side. Iñárritu‘s Glass, on the other hand, has

a more obvious spur to chase down and confront his enemy—the murderer of his son. Hikuc

strikes up a woozy amity with Glass in part because they‘re both bereft wanderers, but it‘s Hikuc

who conveniently spells out the message that vengeance is God‘s province, not man‘s, and the

question becomes whether Glass will heed the credo of vengeance belonging to the Lord and bring

mercy to the terrible reaches of the Earth. Meanwhile, authority as represented by Henry is, in

very 1971 fashion, posturing, despotic, and grave in Man in the Wilderness; authority, in very

2015 fashion, is callow, well-meaning, and barely competent in The Revenant. ―Zach fought

against life all his life,‖ Captain Henry says of Bass, who is presented as a classic prickly antihero

of the late ‘60s and early ‘70s, a self-reliant misfit who can‘t handle domesticity, has contempt for

standard religion as plied by figures like Henry as representative of the self-righteous, hierarchical

world, and who only finally begins to regain a reason to engage with humanity, ironically, because

of his betrayal and abandonment. Shortly after he‘s left to die, Bass is found by a band of Arikara

on the warpath, whose chief (veteran actor Henry Wilcoxon) gives him a blessing, an act that arms

him spiritually on the way to recovery.



Sarafian‘s world is happenstance, gritty and eerie. Iñárritu‘s is enormous, but also reaches

incessantly through the nightmarish for the ethereal. Iñárritu, although not universally admired,

comes to the material right off the Oscar-garlanded success of Birdman, or, The Unexpected

Virtue of Ignorance (2014), and he‘s been lauded as a major talent since the release of Amores

Perros in 2000. By comparison, Sarafian‘s vision didn‘t get much time to mature: a former TV

director, he seemed poised for a major career with Vanishing Point andMan in the Wilderness and

produced a handful of other cultish films, including Lolly-Madonna XXX and The Man Who Loved

Cat Dancing (both 1973), few of which were successes at the time, forcing him back into TV and



very occasional features. Nonetheless, Vanishing Point and Man in the Wilderness stand as one of

the most coherent units of filmmaking of the ‘70s, complimentary mythical takes on the death and

resurrection of the American spirit in that age of great national questioning. Vanishing Point‘s

hero, Kowalski, is contemporary man, riding his chrome horse across the landscape towards his

inevitable date with death; Bass is both his ancestor and spiritual counterpart, clawing out of the

Earth and relearning how to live in an Ouroboros-like chain. Man in the Wilderness is as shaggy,

earthy, and fecund as Vanishing Point is shiny, modern, and solipsistic. Both films start in the

present but explore their heroes‘ lives via interpolated flashbacks: we see Grace, who had to

contend with his restless incapacity to live a normal life and his decision to leave their son in her

mother‘s care after Grace died, whilst moments of dreamy, proto-Malickian beauty drift by,

including Bass, lying tattered and agonised, staring up at autumnal trees dropping their leaves on

him in languorous slow-motion, his lost lover‘s face fading in and out of focus over maps of

autumn detritus.



Vanishing Point was written by Guillermo Cabrera Infante, whose script referenced a peculiarly

Latin-American brand of symbolic journey also reflected in Iñárritu‘s comprehension of his

material, which amplifies to the point of overloudness many of the ideas already present in Man in

the Wilderness. Iñárritu has plainly long been fascinated by characters on the edge of the mortal

precipice, whether explored in personal experiences fending off death or desperation in the likes

of 21 Grams (2004) and Biutiful (2009), and caught between worlds, as evinced inBabel (2006).

Iñárritu‘s Glass is equally at odds with his nominal civilisation but has his place in a new one,

again in a manner familiar from a lot of post-Dances With Wolves (1990) westerns. Iñárritu‘s

visual approach to The Revenant varies the one he proffered in Birdman, often punctuating the

film with virtuoso linked camera movements, at once drifting and propulsive, and including

staging several violent action sequences in seemingly unblinking single takes. In Birdman, the

visual scheme emphasised both theatrical unity and the transformative power of its protagonist‘s

vision, as well as the impelling intensity of his neurosis. In The Revenant, Iñárritu regards the

landscape as a sprawling system and a much larger stage through which his characters wander,

apparently both free, but also locked in by the scale and indifference of the land and, even more

unavoidably, the brutality of other humans and the wilderness of one‘s own mind. But dreams and

reveries have just as much import for Iñárritu as Sarafian, interpolating throughout Glass‘s visions

of his dead wife and other awesome, terrible sights around the west, like a mountain of buffalo

bones and the smoking ruins of his village.



Iñárritu‘s narrative incorporates a motif that suggests a tribute-cum-inversion of John Ford‘s

canonical western, The Searchers (1956), as he weaves in a rival storyline with Glass‘s. The

Arikara band‘s leader, Elk Dog (Duane Howard), scours the landscape because his daughter,

Powaqa (Melaw Nakehk‘o), has been kidnapped, and his belief that Henry‘s party took her

sparked the initial assault on them. At one point, he trades Henry‘s recovered furs to a band of

French trappers led by Toussaint (Fabrice Adde) in exchange for some horses, unaware that this

party is the one holding Powaqa captive as a sex slave. Glass finds succour when he encounters a

Pawnee loner, Hikuc (Arthur RedCloud), who shares offal from a felled bison with him, and later,

recognising Glass is in danger of dying from infection, seals him up in a hut and plants maggots

on his wounds to clean them. Glass emerges from this ordeal greatly recovered, but finds in the

meantime that the French trappers have murdered Hikuc. He comes across them as Toussaint is

raping Powaqa, intervenes, and lets Powaqa kill Toussaint before distracting his fellows whilst she

runs away. Glass now has two gangs of incensed enemies on his trail. By contrast, Sarafian‘s Bass

remains much more of an onlooker, witness to the often surreal on the wilderness. He watches

helpless as a small party comprising a white mountain man and his Indian family and companions

are assaulted and wiped out by others on the warpath, but the funerary pyres the war party light

near the dead bodies gives Bass the gift of warmth for the first time in weeks; he is also able to

salvage spearheads and other tools from the attack. Later, he watches as a native woman gives

birth in the midst of the woods whilst her man waits beyond a cordon of taboo, a spectacle of pain

and exposure that nonetheless communicates an overwhelming charge of life‘s unruly beginning

and power, forcing Bass to think at last about the son he left behind and marking his own, genuine

moment of spiritual rebirth.



The Revenant comes pouncing out of the underbrush, a careening, unstoppable beast of a film,

much like the bear that gives its hero a very hard time. Iñárritu‘s film is a visual experience of

great verve and occasionally astonishing invention, utilising cinematographer Emmanuel

Lubezki‘s incredible talent and turning his eye on terrains of grand mountains, snows, rivers,

blood, filth, fire, night and day and, most zealously, the sepulchral beauty of magic hour. Iñárritu

unveils a vision of nature as hell and cathedral, forge and fire. The director‘s new obsession with

plying his tricky extended shots and wowing the audience with how‘d-they-do-that-isms conjures

at least one great sequence, when Glass is awakened by the arrival of the Arikara war party and



forced to flee on his horse only to ride over the edge of a cliff, pitching himself and his mount into

an abyss. Lubezki‘s recent shooting style, which he pioneered to mighty effect on The Tree of Life

(2011), has brought to modern cinema something of a panoramic effect, utilising extreme wideangle lenses, but with looming, lunging actions in the foreground, imbuing even simple actions

with epic stature and lucid beauty. Iñárritu leans on this effect like a crutch throughout, when the

camera is roaming. Unlike on Birdman, though, this incessant movement here seems to foil the

energy and effects of his actors, who are often reduced to filling in unnecessary spaces. The more

sophisticated Iñárritu becomes in terms of his filmmaking, the more scanty and heavy-handed his

and Smith‘s screenplay seems, the more repetitive in its action and straining in its search for

significance the film becomes. The second hour of the two-and-a-half-hour film concentrates on

Glass‘s recovery and agonised journey, but ultimately gives less convincing a sense of his method

than Man in the Wilderness. It‘s not enough for Iñárritu to have his motif of death and rebirth or

stage one sweeping chase sequence—he gives variations on both several times.



DiCaprio‘s genuinely good performance does far more to put flesh on Glass than the script ever

does, presenting a man who‘s in deep, soul-twisting pain long before the bear gets him, a being

used to the laws by which frontier life is lived: it‘s there in his eyes as he polishes his gun and

keeps a firm lid on his son‘s mouth. By the end, he‘s suffered so much he enters a kind of

rhapsody, and the thirst for revenge cannot be sated; it can only be transmuted into a different kind

of rhapsody. But Hardy, who stops just this side of broad, has the juicier part as the half-mad

Fitzgerald. The film desperately needs more of the eccentric character power of the scene where

Fitzgerald tells Bridger about a revelation that a duck he came across was God and had a vision of

the interconnectedness of things, just before he shot and killed it. Even this scene, though, doesn‘t

seem to have a point to make other than to underline Fitzgerald‘s already underlined mixture of

weird conviction and cynicism. Dialogue in early scenes is so awkward-sounding like it might

well have been translated from Spanish. But to be fair, Iñárritu is making his first true epic film,

perhaps the first since Scorsese‘s Gangs of New York (2002) that tries to mate the worship of

expanse and macrocosmic survey that defines the epic with a volatile, near-experimental aesthetic.

At the core is an appropriately epic purpose, an attempt to invoke the breadth of the American

historical experience as crucible of trial, suffering, and violence, of contention with nature as an

alternately brutal and sublime passage of arms, and with human nature, the bitterest of

wildernesses. A point of reference here could well be D.H. Lawrence‘s diagnosis of the death

worship at the heart of so much formative American mythology and an attempt to move beyond it,

to explore the emergence of new faiths, binding ideas, and crossbreeds of culture created in such a

time and place. But Iñárritu doesn‘t give enough of that, and it‘s also hard to shake the feeling

after a while that he just adores all the handsome gore and portent as some kind of art. Sarafian

includes the birth scene to give a pungent, urgent image of life counterbalancing death, down to

the mother biting through her babe‘s umbilical cord. Iñárritu, on the other hand, can handle manly

suffering by the bushel, but can‘t handle its opposite. His art only exists in a hysterical flux.
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